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In 2021 Foundation Barossa, Tutti Arts Barossa and the Angaston Medical Centre joined together to celebrate the
individual and collective achievements of Tutti Barossa visual artists.

Brilliance is an exhibition aimed at exciting audiences who visit the Angaston Medical Centre. All artworks are made by
Tutti artists who work from their studio space at the Tanunda CWA Hall. For enquiries to join Tutti Arts please contact Tutti Arts
administration on 08 8166 6430.
Tutti Arts is one of Australia’s leading disability arts companies where artists with a learning disability create visual art,
music, theatre, dance, film, new media and installations for a growing local and international audience. In 2017, Tutti was awarded
a prestigious Arts SA Ruby Award for Sustained Contribution to the Arts by an Organisation or Group. Tutti has been operating
visual arts and film & new media programs in the Barossa since 2017. Tutti Barossa Visual Arts provides a studio space where the
artists can maintain a sense of community and purpose. Each week Tutti artists work on individual themes. The results as you will
see are just brilliant.
About Foundation Barossa
Foundation Barossa aims to nurture and build our community’s strength and assets, by responding to challenges and
opportunities and supporting organisations and individuals to do likewise. All donor funds and investments in perpetuity, and
interest from these funds is distributed annually to local community groups.
The AMC Waiting Room Art Gallery provides patients with an opportunity to view Tutti Arts Barossa artworks while they
are waiting for their appointment and the ability to purchase and support these artists. A percentage of the sale of the art will
support Foundation Barossa in encouraging philanthropy and providing a vehicle through which the community can help the
community.

Kalleb Scott
George and Frederick

Actions and Expressions

Kalleb is highly skilled in his fine detailed line work as seen in Actions and Expressions. George and Frederick are characters from his
family who make him laugh and get up to many playful antics. Kalleb loves to use acrylic paints with a super fine paint brush. He works
tirelessly to capture the detail of expression.
George & Frederick
Acrylic on canvas

Actions & Expressions
41cm x 57cm

NFS

Acrylic on canvas

41cm x 66cm

NFS

Jeneane Schrapel

Jeneane loves her garden and
drawing images based on
garden scenes. Her talent in
capturing bright colourful blooms
is a discovery of shapes and
spring blossoming petals
scattered throughout the work.

Mixed Media on Canvas
61cm x 70cm
$225.00

Birds in Paradise

Johanna Roberts

Rainbow of Birds

Johanna’s images represent her
cultural connection to her family
and their Ngarrindjeri Nation.
Her work is layered in intricate
detail in storytelling.
Johanna is studying Visual Arts
at The College of Art & Design,
TAFE, Light Square, Adelaide

Acrylic on Canvas
63cm x 72cm
$325.00

Rachael Doecke
Rachael has a complete
understanding of colour theory
in her work. Creating additional
line and layered mark making
creating an aluminous and
mesmerizing scene.

Acrylic on Canvas
60cm x 69cm
$200

Weaving Time

Jessica Kendle

Jessica loves to explore colour
and intimate scenes that capture
moments in the everyday. Her
excitement in creating beautiful
artworks is shown at every
moment in her creative process.
Influenced by her grandmother’s
paintings of nature Jessica has
captured her own style that
resembles her youth and love for
life.

Watercolour on canvas
60cm x 66cm
$200

Wings of Life

Anne Kernich

Clouds over Fire

Anne laughs and giggles a
lot at Tutti. She loves to play
with paint and fabric enjoying
the experimental aspects in
layering her techniques to
create imagery that explodes
with excitement.

Mixed Media on Canvas
61cm x 72cm
$200

Lorraine Neldner

Lorraine has filled her canvas
with images from her childhood
garden and always with her
Mother present. It is a whirlpool
of colours, shapes and
memories of spring. She is
prolific and committed to each
piece she creates.

Acrylic and pen on Canvas
61cm x73cm
$225

Blooming

Gemma Brett

Gemma plays and explores
colours with joy. She loves the
feel of paint on her fingers
moving the pigment over the
canvas she sings with laughter.
Communication with Gemma is
done through eye gaze
technology where she chooses
her colours and placement of
colours onto the canvas.

Acrylic on Canvas
60cm x 70cm
$150

Butterfly Dreaming

Ashleigh Rushton

Sunrise

Ashleigh is an expert in creative
concepts and colour theory. Her
inspirational ideas come from
within and she always has a clear
image in her mind of her finished
artworks. She has been working
as an artist for many years and
never tires of playing within the
investigative nature in her arts
practice.

Acrylic on canvas
61cm x 72cm
$225

Joshua Ramsey

Joshua loves the old masters
from European art history. He
has been studying portraiture for
the past 2 years and is able to
capture the essence of light,
detail and mood similar to that of
the Old Masters, even in small
scale painting. This work, titled
‘After Vermeer’, is a nod to the
original Dutch artist Johannes
Vermeer (1665), and his most
famous painting, ‘Girl with a Pearl
Earring’.

Acrylic on Canvas
18cm x 24cm
$200

After Vermeer

Joshua Ramsey

Joshua has worked in portraiture and this time
added a modern complexity to the painting.
Again this is a small painting and therefore
each detail is done by using the finest brushes.
Looking at this piece and the previous one side
by side, it is evident that Joshua can move from
the old to modern maintaining interest and
detail with every brushstroke. Joshua is also
studying Visual Arts at The College of Arts &
Design, TAFE Light Square, Adelaide.

Acrylic on Canvas
25cm x 20cm
$200

Anastasiya Concerto

Shane Waechter
Barossa Flight

Shane and his mum Dolcie, are great travellers, exploring Australia at every opportunity they get. This artwork is from a hot air balloon
ride over the Barossa early in 2021. Shane depicting the colours of the fields in bloom, the two images make up the one artwork.

Posca Pen on Board, 65cm x 25cm, NFS

Emily Russ

Brittany in Colour

Emily loves her diamond art when at home but when she comes to Tutti Arts
Barossa she transforms them into vivid vibrant artworks. The image above
shows Emily hard at work.

Watercolour on Wooden Board.
65cm x 25cm
NFS

Rebecca Eglinton

Poor Old Valerie

Rebecca is a natural born artist. While at
Tutti Arts Barossa she is also completing
her Visual Arts Certificate IV at The
College of Art & Design at TAFE in
Adelaide.This piece is a mixture of photo
images cut and pasted in sections of the
canvas while the remainder is hand
painted. Cut and sliced to create a collage
where the old Chrysler sits under an old
tree just waiting for her next run. ‘Poor Old
Valerie’ has to wait a little longer for that
day.

Mixed Media on Canvas
40cm x 50cm
NFS

Emily Russ

It’s A Leopard

Another piece from Emily
where inspiration came from
her diamond art project.

Watercolour on Wooden
Board
40cm x 30cm
$150

Gemma Brett

Gemma once again plays
and has a lot of fun pushing
paint around in this artwork
using acrylic paints and
bubble wrap to make new
textures and blending of her
chosen colours. Gemma
chooses her colours through
eye gaze technology.

Acrylic on Board
30cm x 40cm
$200

Emerald Storm

Brett Leslie

Feathery Creatures 1 & 2

Brett recently visited Kangaroo Island where he loved the National Wildlife Park. Here he was able to hold an eagle and an owl. He
was mesmerised by their eyes and their kind nature. The above artworks depict the eagle on the left and the owl on the right. Brett’s
simplistic style provides the exact amount of information to show the kindness of these animals and how Brett felt when he was with
them. Inquisitive, calm and an element of playfulness.
Acrylic on Board, 15cm x 20cm each, $30 each
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Picture of Tutti Arts Barossa artists and staff with Will Fallon (musical composer) far left who recently gave a donation for us to
purchase a printing press. This photo displays artworks made while the Tutti artists listened to Will Fallon’s recent musical
release. Click on the link to see Will’s video, Full Court – Vertical Limit. Thank you to Will for his support and energy.
Tutti Arts Barossa would like to thank Foundation Barossa and the Angaston Medical Centre for their support during 2021. Tutti
Arts Barossa will be presenting four separate exhibitions at the Angaston Medical Centre waiting room gallery, Murray Street
Angaston, during 2021.
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